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Basic surface deformation methods
Blend shapes: make a mesh by combining several meshes
Mesh skinning: deform a mesh based on an underlying skeleton
Both use simple linear algebra
•

Easy to implement—first thing to try

•

Fast to run—used in games

The simplest tools in the oﬄine animation toolbox

Blend shapes
Simply interpolate linearly among several key poses
Aka. blend shapes or morph targets

[3D Studio Max example]

•

Blend shapes

José Alves da Silva—Corlyorn Family (Vodafone campaign)

Blend shapes math
Simple setup
•

User provides key shapes: a position for every control point in every shape
- pij for point i, shape j

•

Per frame: user provides a weight wj for each key shape
- Must sum to 1.0

Computation of deformed shape
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Works well for relatively small motions
•

Often used for for facial animation

•

Runs in real time; popular for games

SIGGRAPH Course 2014 — Skinning: Real-time Shape Deformation
Part II: Automatic Skinning via Constrained Energy Optimization

Alec Jacobson

P. Blair, Cartoon Animation.

Figure 2: Traditional animators first sketch an internal skeleton to find a pose, sometimes sketching only in limbs as they imply the
remaining shape [Blair 1994].

In practice, the pipeline is not so serial. Often new poses expose issues with the skinning weights, requiring iterations of adjustments.
These adjustments may even reach back to the construction of the control structure. A desired pose requires more degrees of freedom
than previously imagined, or the center of rotation at a joint may need to be altered to improve a pose.
Automating each of these stages offers a lower barrier of entry for perspective animators and rapid prototyping opportunities for
professional artists. Automation also enables fully automatic procedural animations, where no human labor is required: useful, for

Mesh skinning

[Sébastien Dominé | NVIDIA]

A simple way to deform a surface to follow a skeleton

Finally, the animator poses the character by applying transformations to each handle. In the traditional case of a skeleton, these
transformations are often stored as relative rotations relating the change of each bone from its “rest” or “identity” pose to its current
pose in the basis of that bone’s parent. The absolute transformation may be recovered by following the skeleton’s forward kinematics
tree. In our skinning formula, the absolute transformation is the affine matrix Tj 2 R3⇥4 that takes handle j from its rest pose in
world space to its current pose.
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Figure 1: Though skinning may be broken into three major steps, a professional may iterate between each until satisfied. Modern
research seeks to automate each step.

[Jacobson, SIGGRAPH 2014 course]
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Mesh skinning math: setup
Surface has control points pi
•

Triangle vertices, spline control points, subdiv base vertices

Each bone has a transformation matrix Mj
•

Normally a rigid motion

Every point–bone pair has a weight wij
•

In practice only nonzero for small # of nearby bones

•

The weights are provided by the user

Points are transformed by a blended transformation
•

Various ways to blend exist

Linear blend skinning
Simplest mesh skinning method

•

of the positions determined by each bone’s transform alone

•

weighted by that vertex’s weight for that bone
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[Lewis et al. SIGGRAPH 2000]

Deformed position of a point is a weighted sum

Linear blend skinning
Simple and fast to compute
•

Can easily compute in a vertex shader

Used heavily in games
Has some issues with deformation quality
•

Watch near joints between very diﬀerent transforms

Linear skinning: classic problems
Surface collapses on the inside of bends and in the presence of strong twists

[Lewis et al. SG’00]

Average of two rotations is not a rotation!

[Mohr & Gleicher SG’03]

•

To appear at SIGGRAP

Qual quaternion skinning
Root problem of LBS artifacts: linear blend of rigid motions is not rigid
Blending quaternions is better
proper spherical interpolation is hard with multiple weights

• just
t=0

blending and renormalizing works OK

However, blending rotation and
rotation center separately
performs poorly
t = 0.25

[Kavan et al. SG ’08]

•

Figure 6: Artifacts produced by blending rotations with respect to
the origin (left) are even worse than those of linear blend skinning
(right).

Dual quaternions
Combines quaternions (1, i, j, k) with dual numbers (1, ε)
•

resulting system has 8 dimensions: 1, i, j, k, ε, εi, εj, εk

•

write it as sum of two quaternions:

q̂ = q0 + ✏q✏

Unit dual quaternions
•
•
•
•

kq0 k = 1
adds one more constraint: q0 · q✏ = 0
inherits quaternion constraint:

a 6D manifold embedded in 8D

represents rigid motions with nice properties

Skinning by blending dual quaternions works well

tions than with linear blend skinning (bottom).
The average performance of the CPU implementations is reported
in Figure 18 and the number of instructions of our vertex shaders
can be found in Figure 19. Note that our implementation of
log-matrix blending uses an optimization for rigid transformations
based on the Rodrigues formula, as suggested in [Alexa 2002]. Our
vertex shader assumes n = 4 (which is common due to graphics
hardware considerations) and does not perform any optimizations
if there are fewer than 4 influencing joints.
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transformations and compare the proposed dual quaternion skinning with linear blending, direct quaternion blending [Hejl 2004],
log-matrix blending [Cordier and Magnenat-Thalmann 2005] and
spherical blend skinning [Kavan and Žára 2005]. As discussed in
Section 2.2, some artifacts are better visualized on a simple model
of cloth (6000 vertices, 12000 triangles and 49 joints). Note that
the only variable in our experiments is the transformation blending – the input data (model files and postures) are always the same.
The visual results confirm that our DLB method is indeed free of all
the artifacts exhibited by previous methods (see Figures 14, 15, 16
and 17).

Figure 16: Comparison of log-matrix (left) and dual quaternion
(right) blending. The shortest-path property of dual quaternion
blending guarantees natural skin deformations.

In order to compare computational performance, we have implemented both CPU and GPU versions of dual quaternion skinning.

Rest pose

Linear blend
Dual skinning
quaternions: twist

[Kavan, SG’14 course]

Figure 14: Comparison of linear (left) and dual quaternion (right)
blending. Dual quaternions preserve rigidity of input transformations and therefore avoid skin collapsing artifacts.

[Kavan et al. SG ’08]

From the measurements, we see that dual quaternion, linear and
direct quaternion blending [Hejl 2004] have quite similar performance both on the GPU and CPU. Although our algorithm is
slightly slower than both linear and direct quaternion blending, we
believe that this is not a high price to pay for the elimination of artifacts. When compared to log-matrix and spherical blending, we see
that dual quaternion skinning is more than twice as fast (and also
much easier to implement).
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Dual quaternion skinning

Figure 9: Unlike linear and dual quaternion skinning, stretchable and twistable bones [Jacobson and Sorkine 2011] allow us to
spread deformations along the length of a bone.

